Why Choose
Three J’s Industries?
We’ll give you 3
good reasons!

Leaders in the Metal Finishing Industry

Electroplating
with us
is as easy as
1-2-3

1. Our commitment to Quality,
Efficiency, & Complete
Customer Satisfaction can’t
be beat!
2. Our wide array of products
and services meet the unique
needs of each and every
customer!
3. Our state of the art facility

and experienced staff are
here to give our customers the
superior quality products and
timely deliveries they
deserve!
CALL US
TODAY FOR
A QUOTE!

The THREE J’s

Zinc

Joanne, Judy and Jennifer are standing
by and waiting to meet your metal
finishing requirements!

Zinc Iron

Contact us today for a quote!

Cadmium

PH: 847-640-6080
Fax: 847-640-6081
Email: sales@threejplating.com
www.threejsplating.com

Product
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N

EW!

STATE OF THE ART

PRODUCT LINE
TRIVALENT
POST FINISHES

Since 1980, Three J’s Industries has been
providing zinc, zinc iron and cadmium electroplating. With our commitment to providing
our customers with superior quality workmanship, efficiency and total satisfaction
we have built a solid reputation as a leader in
the metal finishing industry. While this experience has allowed us success, we continuously strive to evaluate and improve our processes in order to maintain our dedication to
our customers changing needs.
In addition to Zinc, Zinc Iron and Cadmium,
we offer a wide variety of other services such
as chromates & Hi-Performance trivalent
chromates, bright dipping, passivation, waxing, baking, leaching, rust proofing and a wide
array of colored dyes. Our training along with
our state of the art equipment and facility allows us to provide our services with a quick
turn-around at the best possible price.
Three J’s Industries was founded by Erwin
Herz in 1980. He recognized the importance
for industry knowledge in order to provide
customers with the utmost quality standards, highest efficiency and complete
satisfaction. Today the company is owned
and operated by his three daughters – Joanne
Marozza, Judy Garnmeister and Jennifer
Herz. Three J’s Industries is one of the few
woman-owned metal finishing facilities in the
United States. With the commitment to meeting the standards set forth by Erwin Herz,
there is no doubt the customers will come out
to be three time winners.

METAL FINISHES

Zinc Electroplating
Zinc Iron Electroplating
Cadmium Electroplating
Bright Dipping
Passivation
IMPROVED

Trivalent Clear
Trivalent Yellow
Trivalent Black
Trivalent Olive
Trivalent Red
Trivalent Blue
Trivalent Metric Blue
Trivalent Green
Trivalent Orange
Trivalent Violet
Trivalent Fuchsine

CORROSION

Seal # 2 , 3 , 4 , 5
Seal # 5 Plus
Enseal # 26
Gleitmo 603, 627

POST FINISHING

Baking
Waxing
Heavy Wax
Water Wax Soluble
Torx & Tension Wax
Wax with a Color Dye

HEXAVALENT
POST FINISHES

Clear Chromate
Yellow Dichromate
Yellow Leach
Yellow Leach after Bake
Silver Black Zinc
Black Zinc
Red Dye
Blue Dye
Metric Blue
Green Dye
Olive Drab
Orange
Violet
Fuchsine

SALT SPRAY TESTING per ASTM B117 can be done
in house and save you money on lab certifications.
Items above can be done to specifications and can be certified.
Baking does not completely remove Hydrogen Embitterment and
Three J’s Industries is not responsible.

FACILITY & TESTING LAB
Three J’s Industries shares our customers concerns for the environment
and from our front door to the immaculate production floor, hi-tech laboratory
and state of the
art storage facility
we have designed
our facility and all
processes to be in
compliance with
all applicable environmental regulations and permits. It is
our goal and commitment to ensure all of
our customers environmental requirements are met and that we meet and
exceed our customers expectations.

Our state of the art
storage facility was
designed by Erwin
Herz to keep our
chemicals
separated, safe & free
from degrading contamination and environmental influences
A self contained overhead waste water
treatment prevents ground contamination.
The processing lines allow plating flexibility and ensures that we can meet the
unique requirements of each and every
customer. Back up pumps
on all equipment totally
eliminates downtime and
therefore provides timely
delivery.

Certifications
ASTM

General Motors

Delphi

Mercury Marine

Daimler-Chrysler

US Government

Ford

Volvo

General Electric

Caterpillar

Borg-Warner

John Deere

